
Addressing School Nutrition Challenges with

Food Merchandising Solutions
Engineered for K-12 Schools

More than 100 Years of Innovative Ideas
For over a century, we’ve dedicated ourselves to providing innovative solutions, 
impeccable craftsmanship and customization that meets the unique needs of each 
customer. We’ve flourished because we deliver genuine value with reliable, USA-made 
products that make your job easier. 

When you work with Federal Industries, you tap into food and beverage merchandising 
expertise that’s unparalleled in the industry. 

That’s why one of the nation's largest school districts installed Federal Industries’ 
merchandisers in more than 100 schools. Now that it’s time for a refresh, they’ve 
chosen Federal Industries merchandisers again.

Keep Food 
Fresh, Safe, 
and More 
Appealing

Serve Food 
More Efficiently 
Without 
Additional Labor

Create an 
Attractive, 
Flexible
Environment

Generate the 
Revenue Your 
Program 
Needs
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• Rigorously tested temperature controls 
keep products fresh and safe 

• Self-serve design keeps cafeteria lines 
flowing smoothly, regardless of staff 
availability 

• Lower bottom deck is accessible to even 
the youngest user

• Optional roll-down security cover for secure 
overnight storage – no need to transfer 
merchandise at the end of the day

• User-friendly electronic temperature 
controls with on-demand defrost 

Federal Industries has re-engineered the traditional milk merchandiser, creating an 

innovative Grab & Go solution that offers convenient customer access, rear reloading 

capability, and is easy to clean. The adaptable design features the ability to accommodate 

a large volume of milk crates as well as adjustable shelving to feature other refrigerated 

food and beverage products.

The K-12 Nutrition Challenge:

SERVE MORE. SERVE FASTER. SERVE SMARTER.
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There are too many alternatives drawing revenue away from schools including 

off campus fast food restaurants, convenience stores, and the lack of dedicated 

cafeterias to name a few.

To manage, schools need innovative new ways to nourish young lives and help their 

programs thrive. That’s where Federal Industries comes in.

We Can Help. It’s a new era for K-12 Nutrition. 



Serving Up What K-12 Nutrition Needs! 
Grab & Go Dining Engineered for Schools

BUILT FOR YEARS OF TROUBLE-FREE SERVICE 
American made to meticulous standards 

• Powder coated metal frames withstand high humidity and repetitive movement and NEVER warp 
or weaken like wooden frames  

• Premium materials – rust-free stainless steel deck pans, moisture-proof side panels that won’t 
delaminate, and coated evaporator coils that resist corrosion 

• Energy efficient, long lasting, LED lights 

• Every model rigorously tested in our UL-approved laboratory to ensure temperature uniformity 
and food safety 

ADAPTABLE
Keep merchandise relevant with merchandisers that adapt to changing demands

• Shelves and lighting adjust to display virtually any menu item 

• Add casters for easy relocation

• Combine multiple merchandisers for an efficient line-up and consistent presentation 

EASY & EFFICIENT
Conserve energy, preserve food and beverage quality and reduce labor

• Replace lights, move shelves, and do routine maintenance without tools 

• Sensor-driven defrost reduces energy consumption 

• Insulated cabinets conserve energy 

• Energy efficient LED lighting

• Optional rear door access for uninterrupted service while restocking 

CUSTOMIZABLE
Virtually limitless customization opportunities 

• Tailor your merchandiser’s with laminates, casters, rear loading doors, internal colors and many 
other options 

• Designed-to-order graphics – from menu promotions to your school mascot 

VRSS7278C
VNSS3660CVHSS3678C

 Vision Series Line-Up
VHSS3678S, VNSS4878S, VRSS4878S



Limited floor space for merchandising, on top of an already-congested lunchtime 

rush? Federal Industries knows that K-12 environments need dynamic, flexible 

merchandising solutions that can accommodate a variety of floor plans and space 

constraints. That’s why we offer an impressive range of adaptable merchandisers 

built to suit your school’s needs and incorporate the product variety needed to 

support a balanced nutrition program.

The Right Fit for Any K-12 Nutrition Program! 
Solutions Built to Ace Any Space

Visit our website to see our full selection of food and beverage merchandisers, 

developed in mind for K-12 nutrition. You’ll find everything you need at your 

fingertips, from schematics and specifications to customization options.

FEDERALIND.COM/SCHOOLS 

Place countertop and undercounter cases near the register 

to conserve floor space, encourage last-minute extras or 

provide added security for items that need monitoring

We offer wide range of sizes and styles with the goal

of being able to accommodate any spatial requirements.

Walk-around designs provide all-around better visibility, easy access, and 

generous display areas to accommodate a large amount of merchandise

SSRVS3633

ECSS40SC

IMSS120SC-3

IMSS84SC-2

IMSS60SC-2

SSRPF5052

CH3628SS
(Cabinet not included)

TSSM2454
(Cabinet not included)
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